Structural similarity and functional diversity in proteins containing the legume lectin fold.
Knowledge of structural relationships in proteins is increasingly proving very useful for in silico characterizations and is also being exploited as a prelude to almost every investigation in functional and structural genomics. A thorough understanding of the crucial features of a fold becomes necessary to realize the full potential of such relationships. To illustrate this, structures containing the legume lectin-like fold were chosen for a detailed analysis since they exhibit a total lack of sequence similarity among themselves and also belong to diverse functional families. A comparative analysis of 15 different families containing this fold was therefore carried out, which led to the determination of the minimal structural principles or the determining region of the fold. A critical evaluation of the structural features, such as the curvature of the front sheet, the presence of the hydrophobic cores and the binding site loops, suggests that none of them are crucial for either the formation or the stability of the fold, but are required to generate diversity and specificity to particular carbohydrates. In contrast, the presence of the three sheets in a particular geometry and also their topological connectivities seem to be important. The fold has been shown to tolerate different types of protein-protein associations, most of them exhibiting different types of quaternary associations and some even existing as complexes with other folds. The function of every family in this study is discussed with respect to its fold, leading to the suggestion that this fold can be linked to carbohydrate recognition in general.